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A New Integrated Bioinformatics Tool 
for Metabolomic Data Handling

Until now there has been no tool that can handle 
everything from data conversion to compound 
identification let alone individualized storage of results, 
statistical analysis or management of projects, studies 
and experiments within one graphical user interface – 
i. e., an integrated bioinformatic tool.

Aim
We designed and construct an integrated bioinformatic 
tool for 
1) processing of LC / FTMS raw data generated by 

metabolomics studies, including peak picking, peak 
alignment and grouping across study samples by 
integrating the XCMS package [1].

2) organizing and archiving the processed raw 
data for further statistical analysis and compound 
identification

3) identification of compounds in the processed 
raw data by accurate mass and retention time using 
system-specific databases and public compound DBs

Methods
 a Programming language: Java
 a Database: MySQL
 a Statistical programming language: R

Results
We created JOANNEUM RESEARCH Metabolite 
Database – JRMDb (Fig. 1). The GUI is divided into three 
parts. In the left one tree shows projects, studies and 
experiments. The lower part shows a history of actions 
within a session. In the right part tables and plots can be 
displayed within tabs. JRMDb features:

 a Semi-automated data conversion using ReadW [1] 
(from vendor-file format to standardized mzXML files)
 a Automated peak picking, peak alignment and 
grouping of multiple sample batches utilizing the 
XCMS Package [2]

 a Data management system to hierarchically organize 
the processed data from projects, studies and 
experiments
 a Data filtering tools (e. g. Blank-, QC-, System-filter) 
(Fig. 2)
 a Compound identification by 

 L accurate mass and retention time using a system 
specific data base updated and maintained by the 
institute
 L accurate mass using public metabolite data bases 
(e. g. HMDB [3], MetaCyc [4], ChEBI [5], LipidMaps [6])

 a Data visualization tools (e.g. EIC diagrams (Fig. 3), 
trend analysis, density plots, feature correlation plots, 
heatmaps, PCAs).

Figure 1: JRMDb with identified compounds. Green marked ones are within a specified retention time window. The popup-menu shows possible actions.

Figure 2: Shows an example of a feature filtered by the System-filter. We 
periodically mix in pairs of blank- and QC-samples (mix of all samples) 
during an analysis. If the intensities behave in the same way we assume 
the feature is just a peak generated by impurities in the system.

Figure 3: Extracted ion chromatogram. Samples belonging to the same 
class get automatically the same color.

Figure 4: Content of adenosine-5’-triphosphate (ATP) of saccharomyces 
cerevesiae normalized on the amount of cells and relative to ATP content 
of cells grown in SMD (synthetic media containing dextrose) in different 
autophagy inducing growth conditions. HBSS (Hank’s balanced salt 
solution) buffer containing 0,1 % glucose; SD-N synthetic media lacking a 
nitrogen source; SN-D synthetic media lacking dextrose; rapamycin SMD 
media containing rapamycin.

Figure 6:  
Shows a heat map generated 
by JRMDb. The intensities 
of every feature have been 
normalized to an average of 
0 and a standard deviation 
of 1. Low intensities are 
represented by a green and 
high ones by a red color.

Figure 5:  
The 3D-PCA clearly clusters 
the treatment groups from the 
case study. See also (Fig. 4).

Conclusion
With JRMDb we have consolidated the metabolomic 
workflow from data conversion and processing as well as 
study management to statistical and visual interpretation 
of the metabolomics data within one program. Due to 
the modular design further tools like normalization and 
additional plots can be added easily.

Introduction

Case Study
In order to challenge the software with a rather 
scientifically problem we compared typical inducers 
of autophagy in Saccharomyces cerevesiae. The aim 
was to identify key metabolites which distinguish 
induction of autophagy by chemical treatment 
(Rapamycin) and induction through nutrient starvation 
(HBSS / SN-D / SD-N) (Fig. 4).

The workflow was as following:

 a Sample extraction (n = 4 per sample group) using 
trichloroacetic acid

 a QC-sample-preparation by mixing equal amounts of 
each sample in one vial

 a Automated analysis-sequence-generation and sample 
randomization

 a LC / FTMS measurement according to [7]

 a Data conversion from vendor file format to mzXML 

 a Automated XCMS-preprocessing

 a XCMS-processing detecting 1203 features

 a Storing data to MySQL database

 a Data filtration reducing the features to 631

 a Compound-identification within the remaining features 
by m / z and retention time

 a PCA-creation (Fig. 5)

 a Creation of a heat map (Fig. 6)
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